
 Welcome to QUICK MAJIK ADVENTURE(tm) !!! 

 This quick adventure is the shareware version of the newest
 tactical fantasy game from NEUROSPORT, MAJIK ADVENTURE(tm). 

 Multicolored, bit-mapped displays and UNEQUALED VARIETY!!! 
 provides hours of adventuring excitement!

 To play QUICK MAJIK, type UNPACK and press ENTER.
 Then, type MAJIK and press ENTER.

*****************************************************************

 NOTE:

 The response to our initial release has caused us to make
 several improvements in this latest version.  Please replace
 your current version with this one. 

 * Less memory required to play in your machine.
 * CGA MONO mode is now supported.
 * New spells and magic items: make wall, poison cloud, stink cloud,
                               fog cloud and resist poison.

 Happy gaming!

*****************************************************************

                       DISK REQUIREMENT

 You must have a disk with 550K available storage to run this game.
 You may also run on a machine with a 5-1/4" high density floppy
 with 1.2 MEG or 3-1/2" 1.44 MEG floppy.

                     GRAPHICS REQUIREMENT

 You must have one of the following graphics types to play
 QUICK MAJIK: VGA STD COLOR, EGA HIRES COLOR or CGA.
 If you have VGA SUPER or VGA1024, you must first reset your
 graphics to VGA STD using the utility program which came with
 your graphics card.

                      MEMORY REQUIREMENT

 This program contains the largest variety of spells, monsters
 and magic items we have ever seen. As such, it uses the entire
 memory of your computer.
 Use the DOS command CHKDSK and look at the number of bytes free.
 For VGA/EGA this must be greater than 560K; CGA is 540K.
 If you do not have enough memory, you probably have your configuration
 including overhead programs or too many buffers, etc. To get more
 available memory, change to your root directory (c:\) and
 do the following:

           1. REN CONFIG.SYS CONFIG.TMP



           2. REN AUTOEXEC.BAT AUTOEXEC.TMP
           3. Reboot (CTL-ALT-DEL).
           4. Use CHKDSK to recheck your memory. 

 This will give you enough memory to run.
 To restore your machine to the previous configuration, do the 
 following:

           1. REN CONFIG.TMP CONFIG.SYS
           2. REN AUTOEXEC.TMP AUTOEXEC.BAT
           3. Reboot (CTL-ALT-DEL).

*****************************************************************

 You are given a Character, some items and then dumped out
 onto Level 75. Press "?" for a command list. 

 You may not survive very long! 

 Enjoy your mini-adventure!

 To obtain an advanced player's version of 
 MAJIK ADVENTURE including a fully illustrated, 
 40 page User's Guide and the ability to develop 
 and save multiple characters (out of 16 classes!):

 SEND $35.00 + $2.00 S & H

 TO:

      NEUROSPORT
      P.O. Box 861048
      Plano, TX  75086-1048

Thanks!

NEUROSPORT


